Request Pertains to:

1. In Advt no: NR-1/03/2019/DT i want to know that stipend during training is 25000 per month but after successful training period what is the basic pay
2. In Advt no: NR-1/03/2019/DT mentioned that 25000 is basic pay( after training period) but that candidate who selected in previous year having a basic pay 40390

How it is possible too much difference at same grade level

3. in Advt no:NR-1/03/2019/DT total number of candidate applied for the post of DT electrical
4. Is AMIE valid in PGCIL
5. is PGCIL provide NOC for doing AMIE
6. in Advt no: NR-1/01/2017 total no of candidate applied for the post of DT electrical and total no of candidate appear in CBT for the post of DT electrical
7. in Advt no: NR-01/01/2017 final selection cut off category wise

Information Sought: